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Introduction

Objectives

The anionic cobaltabis(dicarbollide) [3,3-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]-, [oCOSAN]-, in which Co3+ ion is a common vertex between two
[C2B9H11]2clusters,
is
the
most
studied
icosahedral
metallacarborane. It possesses the capacity to produce hydrogen
and dihydrogen bonds (Cc-H···O and Cc-H···H-B or N-H···H-B,
respectively), which have been proven to participate in their selfassembling. It forms micelles and vesicles in aqueous solution.1
Boranes are essentially nontoxic due to their inertness to
biochemical reactions. In addition, the protonated and sodium salts
of [o-COSAN]- possess the ability to readily cross biological
membranes3 not being immediately cytotoxic, but cytostatic over
the long term, and cells recover following its removal.4 It is reported
that [o-COSAN]- interacts with cell’s components (proteins, DNA
and glucose).2 These abilities make the [Na·2.5H2O][3,3-Co(1,2C2B9H11)2], Na[o-COSAN], to be considered as a candidate to be an
anti-cancer agent for Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT). BNCT
is a cancer treatment based on the potential of 10B atoms to
produce α particles, that can destroy tumorous cells, after being
irradiated with low energy thermal neutrons if the amount of 10B is
higher than 109 atoms of 10B per cell.5

Our aim was to study the in-vitro interaction of Na[oCOSAN] with cell’s biomolecules (proteins, DNA and
lipids) in order to determine its suitability for further
BNCT studies. For such purpose, two different
phenotypes
of
glioma
initiating
cells
(GICs),
mesenchymal (PG88) and proneural (GIC7), were chosen
to be tested by using Synchrotron Radiation-FTIR
microscopy facilities at the MIRAS Beamline in ALBA
synchrotron into an awarded project framework. The
project was based on taking advantage that Na[oCOSAN] displays a strong and characteristic ν(B-H)
frequency in the infrared range 2600-2500 cm-1 in which
no other frequencies of organic compounds appear, to
study the location of Na[o-COSAN] into the cells after its
uptake. The interactions of Na[o-COSAN] with cell’s
biomolecules (DNA, proteins and liposomes) were
studied by means of Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
statistical treatment of SR-FTIR spectra. Cycle cell
analysis on GICs cells as well as cell viability (EC50) tests
were also performed.
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The PCAs in the fingerprint region (from 1000 to 1800 cm-1), performed using the EMSC
corrected raw spectra, for both cell lines indicate a separation of 200 µM Na[o-COSAN]
incubated cells from control due to changes in Amides I (1650 cm-1) and II (1550 cm-1)
signals, coming form proteins’ peptide bond.
Moreover, the Amide I signal was deconvoluted in both cell lines and it was observed that
proteins secondary structure tended to be organized in β-sheet in the presence of Na[oCOSAN], while the signal for α-helix diminished.

Cell viability tests
GIC7 and PG88 cell lines were incubated
with 200 µM Na[o-COSAN] to check its
toxicity. Na[o-COSAN] elicits a range of
cell biological effects, including altered
cell morphology, inhibition of cell
growth and, in some cases, apoptosis.
After its removal, both GICs cells
recovered their usual morphological
appearance regarding control cells
without the compound, not being
cytotoxic, but cytostatic, with EC50 of 95,9
µM found for GIC7 cells and 83,2 µM for
PG88 cells.

DNA melting curves

In both cell lines a strong interaction between DNA and Na[o-COSAN] was observed. The PCAs performed
from the spectra 2nd derivative in the DNA region (from 900 to 1350 cm-1) show that the samples incubated
with Na[o-COSAN] 200 µM appear separated from the control. The change in the Phosphate asymmetric
stretching ( 1250 cm-1, νas(PO2-)) is notable, probably due to the strong intercalation of Na[o-COSAN]
between the DNA strings; which increases the stability of the double helix, proven ex-vivo with DNA melting
curves.6 Furthermore, the mappings integrating the ν(B-H) signal of the active agent in GIC7 cell line,
incubated with Na[o-COSAN] 2mM show that it tends to accumulate in the cell nuclei.

Conformational changes in Lipids
GIC7 cells
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Regarding lipids (from 2800 to 3000 cm-1), the PCAs were performed with EMSC corrected raw
spectra. In both cell lines the main differentiation in presence of Na[o-COSAN] comes from -CH3
asymmetric stretching (2960 cm-1) and -CH2- asymmetric stretching (2921 cm-1) signals.

In conclusion, we show evidences that at low doses, Na[o-COSAN] translocates GIC cells’membranes and then, it alters the physiology
Conclusions
of the cells. The main interaction appears in the proteins, affecting its secondary structure, and in DNA accumulating in the cell nucleus
very likely intercalating between DNA strings, which may favour BNCT treatment. Cycle cell analysis on GICs cells as well as cell viability (EC50) tests show that
Na[o-COSAN] is not cytotoxic, but cytostatic. Such results indicate that Na[o-COSAN] may be a promising agent to be tested in BNCT treatment of
glioblastoma cancer in the future.
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